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REBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF JEFF HOHN
Ql.

Please state your name, business address and position with Kenergy.

A.

Jeff Hohn, 6402 Old Corydon Road, Henderson, Kentucky 42420. I am CEO.

Q2.

Will the requested CPCN fulfill a short term need for Kenergy?

A.

Yes. Kenergy's application seeks permission to construct a smart grid fiber network.

27
28
29

Kenergy will use the smart grid network to replace its existing intra-system

30

microwave communications equipment.

31

communicate via microwave radio frequency to Kenergy's main control facility.

32

The existing microwave system has a book value of $208,393 and depreciates fully

33

in 2.5 years. The existing microwave equipment system contains a significant

Kenergy has 49 substations that

1

portion of Alcatel equipment that is no longer supported. Further, increased use of

2

the existing radio frequency airwaves places this system in the category of a "limited

3

natural resource." 1 Having a fiber ring smart grid in place will allow Kenergy to

4

tie each substation to central control with faster, more secure, supportable and

5

modem communications equipment. The cost of maintenance on the existing

6

microwave system is approximately $104,000.00 per year, excluding future costs to

7

replace the obsolete Alcatel equipment. Thus, the near term need for the smart grid

8

is to replace and modernize intra-system communications with a more secure

9

system. 2

10
11

Q3.

What is the significance of the Alea tel equipment no longer being supported?

12
13

A.

Nearly half of Kenergy's existing microwave communications system is comprised

14

of Alcatel MDR 8000 series radios. Alcatel has stopped manufacturing these radios

15

and also no longer provides technical support for these radios. The significance of

16

this decision by Alcatel is that Kenergy will be forced to incur costs to replace the

17

existing radios to ensure that its existing microwave communications system is safe

18

and reliable for the remaining 2.5 years of its useful life.

19

Application
at
4,
n.4
(citations
omitted),
available
at:
https://psc.ky.gov/pscecf/2021003 65/chopgood%40dkgn law .com/09102021014835/ Application_-_Public_9-10-21 .pdf.
2
Id. at 3-4, n.3.

2

1

Q4.

Other than incurring additional, unforeseen costs to maintain the existing

2

communications system, does Kenergy foresee any other issues with replacing

3

the current Alcatel radios for continued use of a microwave communications

4

system?

5
6

A.

Yes. The current Alcatel radios operate in the 6 GHz frequency. The 6 GHz

7

frequency band was recently reallocated by the FCC for WiFi and other unlicensed

8

applications. This frequency reallocation greatly increases the risk of radio signal

9

interference to incumbent users of the 6 GHz frequency, like Kenergy. Recognizing

10

the problems associated with this reallocation, the Utility Telecom Council, AT&T,

11

NRECA, APP A, and other telecommunications organizations sought to overturn the

12

FCC's decision to reallocate the 6 GHz frequency for WiFi applications. These

13

attempts have been unsuccessful, and WiFi companies are beginning the process of

14

deploying their applications in the 6 GHz frequency. Thus, while Kenergy's

15

microwave communications system has historically provided a reliable option for

16

communications, Kenergy anticipates that the reliability of its current system will

17

dramatically decrease due to the FCC's decision to allow other users in the 6 GHz

18

frequency. Accordingly, in the short tenn, implementation of a smart grid fiber

19

communications system will allow Kenergy to avoid incurring the costs associated

20

with replacing nearly half of its current radios to operate in a frequency range that

21

is expected to see decreasing congestion and reliability.

3

1
2

Q5.

Will the requested CPCN fulfill intermediate term needs for Kenergy?

A.

Yes. Kenergy's existing automated meters have approximately eight years

3

4
5

remaining on their projected useful life. It will take a minimum of four years to

6

construct the smart grid. Once the smart grid is constructed, Kenergy will be in a

7

position in the intermediate term to replace the existing meters with meters

8

compatible with fiber communications. This will allow Kenergy to take advantage

9

of developing technologies made available by a fiber communications network,

10

including the ability to provide the most up to date demand-side management

11

programs to its member-owners.

12
13

Q6.

14
15

What are the developing technologies that Kenergy anticipates will become
available in the intermediate term?

A.

In addition to controlling the intra-system communications from substations, the

16

great benefit of a smart grid is two-way communication with the member's meter.

17

The existing automated meters transmit information from the member to Kenergy.

18

A smart grid will allow Kenergy to transmit information back to the member. At the

19

present time, there are two trending items enabled by two-way communication.

20

Distributed energy such as home solar or wind will be more manageable with two-

21

way communications. Electric vehicle charging will also be more manageable with

22

two-way communications. Also, a two-way communications system enables

4

functionalities associated with facilitating member management of usage during
2

off-peak hours and generally improving member understanding of usage patterns.

3

Such technologies have been favorably received by other cooperatives around the

4

country, as these functionalities help improve member relations.

5

technology develops, it can also help enable the possibility of time-of-use variable

6

rates that will allow members to manage their electric bill by timing usage to

7

coincide with off-peak rates.

8
9
10

Q7.

Will the requested CPCN fulfill Kenergy's long-term needs?

A.

Absolutely.

As this

Based upon research, studies, and anticipated technological

11

advancements associated with a fiber backbone, it is reasonable to expect that most

12

electric utilities will eventually transition to a fiber based communications network

13

for both intra-system communications needs and for two-way communications with

14

users of electricity. In 2018, NRECA and NRTC jointly published a report on the

15

use of a fiber backbone communication system titled, The Value of a Broadband

16

Backbone for America's Electric Cooperatives, a Benefit Assessment Study

17

(hereinafter the "Benefit Assessment Study"), which outlined and quantified "the

18

benefits of a broadband backbone for electric cooperative operations." 3

19

20

QS.

What are the expected benefits of a broadband backbone to Kenergy's

3

Exhibit A, The Value of a Broadband Backbone for America's Electric Cooperatives, A Benefit Assessment Study,
at§ 1. I.

5

provision of safe, reliable, and low-cost electric service?

1

2
3

A.

The benefits are nwnerous and far-reaching, and the technological advancements

4

associated with a broadband backbone will provide Kenergy with the best methods

5

possible for ensuring that it continues to provide safe, reliable, low-cost electric

6

service. As the Benefit Assessment Study determined:

7

8

To guarantee the performance of all aspects of a network, a fiber backhaul
system is typically the best option. Fiber offers the most secure, most reliable,
highest-throughput, and lowest-latency wired communications option for
cooperative network connections. In addition, fiber provides the opportunity
to connect the grid reliably with enough capacity for both current and future
use cases. 4

9

10
11
12
13
14
15

The Benefit Assessment Study evaluated the capabilities a fiber backbone could

16

provide to "[distribution automation], AMI, voltNAR optimization, demand

17

management, outage reduction, asset management, [distributed energy resources],

18

replacement of existing telecommunications carrier costs, and new revenue from

19

leasing dark fiber." 5 The Benefit Assessment Study estimated that the monetary

20

value of a fully implemented broadband backbone to an electric cooperative roughly

21

the size of Kenergy (50,000 members) would range from $10 to $16.6 million

22

annually. 6

23

4

5

6

Id. at § 1.3.
Id. at§ 1.4.
Id.

6

1

The Benefit Assessment Study further noted that the ''value of a broadband

2

backbone" partly depends "on the cost avoidance" associated with its

3

implementation.

4

communications system is near its end of useful life, and approximately half of

5

Kenergy's radios are currently no longer supported. Simply put, the time to

6

maximize Kenergy's investment in a broadband backbone is now. Construction of

7

a fiber backbone now will allow Kenergy to avoid the costs associated with updating

8

a communications system that is expected to see near- and intennediate-term

9

decreases in reliability and that does not make available the latest technologies made

10
11
12

was

detailed

above,

Kenergy's

entire

microwave

possible by a broadband backbone.

Q9.

Does Kenergy expect that the proposed smart grid infrastructure will continue
to serve Kenergy's electric utility needs in the future?

13

14
15

As

A.

Yes. The Benefit Assessment Study noted that while many of the current smart grid

16

applications can be provided with relatively low bandwidth, these applications "will

17

continue to advance and require additional bandwidth in the future." Thus,

18

Kenergy's proposed smart grid construction is expected to serve Kenergy's long-

19

term electric utility needs by allowing Kenergy the necessary bandwidth to continue

20

providing advanced smart grid solutions as they develop. Further, most fiber strands

21

have an expected useful life of approximately 30 years (which is longer than the 20

22

year useful life of radio equipment used in providing the microwave radio

7

1

communications system7), providing Kenergy a long-term solution for safe, reliable

2

intra-system communications while also enabling possibility of two-way

3

communication between Kenergy and its members.

4
5

In September 2021, the CFC and NRTC published the "Rural Electric Cooperative

6

Smart Grid Benchmarking Report," which detailed the additional value to a

7

cooperative and its members that can be provided through use of a smart grid,

8

including applications in metering, reliability and outage management, distributed

9

energy resources integration, load management, asset management, and power
quality.

8

The report noted that most cooperatives fully implementing these

11

applications, including asset management applications, have deployed a fiber

12

broadband network to fully enable the use of smart grid applications. 9 Indeed, "most

13

smart grid applications need communications networks to operate," which are

14

typically implemented using both fiber optic and wireless assets. IO

15

16
17
18

19
20
7

The microwave towers are depreciable over 36 years, but the equipment utilized to actually transmit the microwave
communications only have a 20 year useful life, with only 2.5 years remaining on Kenergy's current system.
8 "Rural Electric Cooperative Smart Grid Benchmarking Report, Creating value with smart grid applications,"
NRTC/CFC,
September
2021,
available
at:
https://www.nrtc.coop/whitepaper/REC_Smart_Grid_ Benchmarking_Report.pdf.
9
Id. at Slide 10.
10
Id. at Slide 17.

8

2

QlO. Are there any other benefits to Kenergy's member-owners by choosing to
deploy a smart grid fiber network at this time?

3

A.

1

Yes. Not only will Kenergy avoid the cost of continuing to invest in a microwave

4

communications system that is expected to become obsolete in the medium-to long-

5

tenn, the relief requested by Kenergy in this proceeding is expected to provide the

6

benefits of a smart grid fiber communications network at a cost of $0.00 to

7

Kenergy's member-owners.

8

Qll. How is it possible that Kenergy anticipates constructing a smart grid fiber
backbone communications network at no cost to Kenergy's member-owners?

9
10
11

A.

By leveraging the opportunities created by KRS 278.5464, which authorized a

12

distribution electric cooperative like Kenergy to form an affiliate engaged

13

exclusively in the provision of broadband service, Kenergy will lease excess fiber

14

to its affiliate, Kenect, which was formed to provide broadband service. Kenect has

15

entered into a sublease with Conexon Connect, LLC, which will allow the entirety

16

of the cost of the construction to be recovered through lease payments from

17

Conexon Connect. Thus, not only will Kenergy avoid the costs associated with

18

updating its current microwave communications system, implementation of a smart

19

grid fiber backbone communications system at this time will allow Kenergy to

20

leverage the opportunities created by KRS 278.5464 to update its aging intra-system

21

communications system with more advanced, safe, and more reliable technology,

22

all with no expected costs to Kenergy's members.

9

I
2

Q12. How will the construction of the smart grid fiber backbone initially be
financed?

3
4

5

A.

Kenergy has been approved for a loan from RUS to finance the entirety of the

6

construction costs. (Exhibiti B hereto). As noted above, through the lease and

7

sublease, Conexon Connect's lease payments have been designed to cover the

8

entirety of Kenergy's debt service on the loan from RUS. Moreover, Conexon

9

Connect has been awarded Rural Digital Opportunity Funds ("RDOF"), which will

IO

be applied to the construction costs, assuming Kenergy's application for a CPCN is

11

approved. This will decrease the amount of funds Kenergy will be required to

12

borrow from RUS. Finally, if approved, Kenergy, Kenect and/or Conexon Connect

13

will also seek any available state funding for construction of fiber optic networks,

14

which could further decrease the amount of borrowing necessary for this project.

15
16

17
18

Q13.

Has RUS made similar loans to other electric cooperatives across the country?

A.

Yes. RUS has supported and is supporting hundreds of similar projects throughout

19

20
21

rural America. For this reason, Kenergy's loan application was approved quickly

22

and without controversy. Kenergy is unaware of any smart grid project that has

23

failed and shifted unexpected costs to an electric utility or its member-owners,

24

including those successful projects planned and implemented by Conexon.

1

2

Q14. Are there any additional benefits of a smart grid fiber network to Kenergy's
member-owners?

3
4

5

A.

Yes. In addition to the benefits that will be provided by Kenergy's use of a fiber

6

backbone communications system in the provision of electric service, Kenect's

7

sublease to Conexon Connect will allow the vast majority of Kenergy's member-

8

owners the opportunity to have broadband access for the first time.

9
10

This will further the will of the General Assembly in implementing KRS 278.5464,

11

and it will further Governor Beshear's "Build Better Kentucky" initiative. Most

12

importantly, it will provide Kenergy's member-owners access to educational,

13

economic, and telehealth opportunities of which they have been deprived for years.

14
15

Q15. Does Kenergy anticipate that Kenect will provide broadband services to all

16

individuals requesting that service, even if some may already have broadband

17

access?

18

19

A.

Yes. Like all other broadband providers who are free from conditions or restraints

20

in the provision of broadband service under both state and federal law, it is

21

anticipated that Kenect will provide broadband service to all who request such

22

services within Kenergy's service area. While the interpretation of the plain

23

language of KRS 278.5464 is a legal matter, Kenergy strongly disagrees with the

11

1

statutory interpretation put forth in the testimony of Jason Keller, a Charter

2

employee, who advances a statutory interpretation that would have the effect of

3

preventing Kenect from competing with Charter, the only KBCA member who

4

provides service in part ofKenergy's certified electric territory.

5

6

Moreover, as will be described in further detail in the rebuttal testimony of Robert

7

Stumph, Charter's maps, created only in January 2022 and solely for use in this

8

proceeding, 11 prove that the overwhelming majority of Kenergy' s service territory

9

is currently unserved by Charter. As would be expected, Charter's services in

IO

Kenergy's territory are concentrated around the cities with the greatest population

11

density, which is the most profitable area for Charter to serve. Indeed, as its example

12

of where there is alleged overlap, the testimony of Jason Keller uses Owensboro,

13

the fourth largest city in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. 12 The other area of

14

alleged significant overlap is concentrated around Henderson, Kentucky, the second

15

most populated city in Kenergy's service territory. As the Commission is well

16

aware, the vast majority of Owensboro and Henderson lie within the certified

17

electric service territory of municipal utilities, making any alleged overlap

11
KBCA's Responses to Kenergy Corp.'s Data Requests, Response No. 6, available at:
https://psc.ky .gov/pscecf/2021-003 65/tosterloh%40sturgilltumer.com/03 04 2022051 114/2__ KBCA_ Responses_to_ Kenergy_final.pdf ("The maps produced in this proceeding were prepared by KBCA
member entity Charter in January 2022 for purposes ofKBCA 's testimony in this proceeding.").
12
Testimony of Jason Keller, at p.6, Jines 19-22, available at: https://psc.ky.gov/pscecf/2021003 65/tosterloh%40sturgi lltumer.com/01212022072 703/KBCA _ Ke) ler_ Testimony _PUBLIC _Jan_21_%280160621
1%29.pdf.

12

I

minimal. 13

2
3

As the maps attached to the rebuttal testimony of Robert Stumph will show,

4

Kenergy's decision to fulfill its needs for a reliable, safe, and secure intra-system

5

communication system with the construction of a fiber backbone will also allow for

6

the provision of broadband access to many ofKenergy's members for the first time.

7

The provision of broadband access to these members, who have been deprived of

8

broadband access simply because they live in a "low-density and rural area[]" that

9

"is not economical for cable operators," 14 will fulfill the intent of the General
Assembly and Governor Beshear's "Better Kentucky Plan." 15

10
11
12
13

Q16. Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony?

14

A.

Yes.

13
Electric
Distribution
Service
Area
Map,
available
at:
https://psc.ky .gov/agenc ies/psc/images/E!ectric_Service_Areas_Legal_Size_Map. pdf.
14
KBCA's Responses to Kenergy Corp.'s Data Requests, Response No. 4, available at:
https://psc.ky .gov/pscecf/2021-00365/tosterloh%40sturgilltumer.com/03042022051114/2_- KBCA_Responses_to_ Kenergy_final. pdf.
15
Better Kentucky Plan, Governor Andy Beshear, https://governor.ky.gov/priorities/better-kentuckyp!an#Betterfnternet.
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Executive Summary

1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

connections. In add it ion, f iber provides the opportunity
to connect the grid reliably with enough capacity for

1.1 Purpose

both current and future use cases . Today, fiber solutions
can provide up to 10 Gig abits per second (Gbps) as the

Th is paper outlines and quantifies the benefits of a
broadband backbone for electric cooperative operations.'
For the purposes of this paper, a broadband backbone is
defined as a high-bandwidth, low-latency data connection,
enabled by w ired or w ireless technology, that connects
systemically important infrastructure. Importantly, it
provides transport-delivery of data collected by other
utility networks-which is critical to managing electric
operations . Broadband backbones are necessary to
accommodate new data-intensive use cases that optimize

wired opt ion. However, fiber has both geographic and
cost impediments that limit its use in all situations. In such
cases, point-to-point wireless solutions can support the
transfer of data with the reliability, bandwidth, latency,
and security necessary for cooperative app lications.
Wireless point-to-point solutions can support all use cases
profiled in this white paper. Today, they can provide up to
1 Gbps, with the potential to provide higher speeds in the
future . A mix of both wired and w ireless solutions w ill be
necessary for most electric cooperatives.

operations and adapt to changing consumer behavior.

1.2 Overview

Although it is outside the scope of this paper to analyze
the opportunity in depth, cooperatives may be able to

The move to a smarter grid entails more data from

leverage th is new backbone to provide broadband services

more end points on a more frequent basis. Applications

to their member-consumers and communitites. The

such as advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) and

backbone is a major step toward providing those services,

distribution automation (DA) enable cooperatives to

either directly or through a third party.

optim ize operations and reduce costs . Meanwhile, as the
grid evolves to accommodate more distributed energy

1.4 Use Cases and Quantification

resources (DER), system infrastructure must be adapted. At

Use cases are technologies that improve the operations

the same time, utilities are moving to take advantage of

or service of a cooperative. The move to a smarter grid

new technologies, such as drones and video mon itoring,

is underway, and that smarter grid already has many

to increase grid reliability and security. Many of these use

use cases dep loyed that col lective ly require broadband

cases can be supported by lower-bandwidth solutions but

communication . The number of use cases will expand as

will continue to advance and require additional bandwidth

cooperatives continue to innovate and invest in a smarter

in the future. Given the fast pace of techno logical

grid and the analytics to support it. As described in this

change and the rapid expansion of data, cooperatives

study, the value of a broadband backbone depends on the

should develop and regularly update 10-year plans to

cost avoidance or revenue enhancement associated w ith

address their communication needs, and account for their

use cases on a per-meter basis, collected from publicly

expected technology and operational use cases over that

accessible data. We evaluated the following use cases: DA,

time.

substation automation (SA), AMI, volWAR optimization,

1.3 Technology Options

management (AM), DER, replacement of existing

A broadband backbone can be comprised of both w ired

telecommunications carrier costs, and new revenue from

and wireless technologies. To guarantee the performance

leasing dark fiber. This analysis estimates $1 .7 million

of all aspects of a network, a fiber backhaul system is

to $2.9 million and $10 million to $16.6 million in

typically the best option . Fiber offers the most secure,

economic gain from these cases for a fully implemented

most reliable, highest-throughput, and lowest-latency

10,000 member and 50,000 member electric cooperative

wired commun ications option for cooperative network

respectively . The value of a broadband backbone is

demand management (DM), outage reduction, asset

1 Note 1hat an evaluation of the business case or economic benefits of broadband deployme11t to member-consumers in electric cooperative territorie.1 1.1 beyond the scope ol this paper;
howeo1er, such ·mpacts are "are likely to be substantial.· See The Competitiveness and lnnovarive Capacity of the United States. U.S. Department ol Commerce (January 1012). pp. 5-8
ta 5-10. As each electric ooperat ve has unique characteristics, the bEnefits described in this paper are estimates and will vary from system to system.

demonstrated by its essential cont ribution to achieving
these gains. It is a necessary component to enable these

3 TRANSFORMATION OF COMMUNICATION
NETWORKS

benefits, though it is not sufficient to implement these use
cases on its own .

Communications networks are long-term assets.' Thus,
utilities need to account for data and communications

1.5 Proposed Actions
Developing a broadband backbone communications
solution w ill provide the reliability, security, speed, and
bandwidth necessary to allow electric cooperatives to
adopt emerging use cases and new technologies to
optimize grid operations. For most co-ops, t hat solution
w ill likely include a combination of fiber and point-to-point
w ireless technologies, which w ill support the transition
to a smarter grid that is connected and provides real-time
situational awareness and control of grid assets.

needs for at least 10 years in the future, and preferably
even further. As we move toward a smart grid-one that
is two-way, networked, distributed, and intelligentcommunications w ill provide the enabling technology
upon which those applications w ill be built. 1 The U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) outlines four enabling
technologies for the smart grid: (1) the communications
network; (2) AMI; (3) meter data management (MOM);
and (4) supervisory control and data acqu isition (SCADA).
Although important on their own, communications
networks are also necessary to enable t he other

2 INTRODUCTION

three technologies.• Upgrading telecommunications
Rapid changes in technology can allow electric
cooperatives to implement innovative solutions that
benefit members and their changing consumer
preferences. These changes reinforce the cooperative's
member focus and align its goals with the interests of its
members. Moreover, DER and other edge technologies are
changing the grid from a linear, generation-centric system
to a flexible two-way grid increasingly dependent on

infrastructure is imperative to facilitate the improvement
and advancement of operations and customer service .

3.1 What Is Driving Backbone Demand?
The proliferat ion of AMI technology has given utilities
unprecedented insights into the performance of their
systems. Several factors have impacted the current drive
toward broadband networks (Table 1).

bi-directional communications.

Proliferation of Smart Grid

Backhaul communications necessary to support the data

Cyber Security Needs

Older t echnologies do not have the encryptions and firewalls necessary to protect data in transit over tines

Additional Data Usage

New applications, particularly video-enabled monitoring, require high bandwidths to leverage them t o
their full potential

latency Requiniments

Technologies with automated response syst ems require low -latency SYltems to respond to signals quickly
enough to make actionable decisions

Improved Distribution Reliability

Real-time monitoring of critical equipment can identify failures before they occur, allowing for
replacement and circumventing a potential outage

Availability of Current
Telecommunications Services

Third-party earners and providers are discontinuing older technologies as they transition to digital
networks

Table I: Reasons fo r the Move to a Broadband Backbone

2 NRTC, NRUCFC, NRECA, and CoBank. Due Diligence of High-Speed Broadband Investment and Business Creali0/1 by an f /ectric Cooperative, 201 7, 5, https /Mww.cooperative.corrv
programs-service51tm/document!/reporr!lbroadband•due-dil1gence pdf.
3 Navigant Research, Defining rhe Digital future of Utilities. 1017, 1
4 National Rural Electric Cooperative Association and the U.S. Department of Energy, Smart Grid Demonstrallon Project. •communkations: The Smart Grid's Enabling Technology." 201 4,
1, ht1ps./lwww.smartgrKl.gov/f1lellNRECA_DOE_Communications_1.pdl

··~
Transformation of Communication·Networks

•

These factors create the need for utilities to upgrade
systems as t hey operationalize emerging technologies. The
lifecycle of a long-term asset forces them to look beyond
current use cases to the expected needs of the future.
High-Bandwidth Applications
600
500

400
300

consumers who also produce and/or store energyfor utilities to engage. Consumers also have greater
expectations from their utility regarding communication
and response. In a 2017 consumer survey, 40% of
consumers expressed a desire to have smart grid-enabled
solutions for demand response (DR), energy efficiency,
or other DER, but only 21 % participated. This gap shows
that latent demand will likely increase the need to support
these solutions more broadly.1
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3.1.1 Overview of Changing Customer Behavior

0%

As consumers adjust to new technologies and incentives,
t heir behaviors are changing. More consumers are
investing in energy efficiency, distributed generation (DG),
electric vehicles (EVs), and storage in the home. Together,
these factors are expected to create new "prosumers"-
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Figure 2, Co-op MWh Sales Growth Source.- U.S. Energy Information
Administration

5 Smart Energy Consumer Collabora1ive, Conrumf!r Expeflence and (~pectarions Su!Yey, 201 7, h1tp1://www.publicpower.org/periodica lanide/consumersbecoming-more-aware-smart-grid-issues-offl!f'ings•suivey.

Spotlight: Mid-South Synergy
In addition to sensors, utilities are leveraging new technologies to inspect assets across territories. Some cooperatives
are piloting unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) for jobs that previously required a t ruck roll or helicopter ride. Mid-South
Synergy serves 30,000 members across a six-county territory based in Navasota, Texas. After experiencing many
vegetation-related outages from trees outside of its right of way, it started an aggressive vegetation management
program. During this program, Mid-South saw the importance of light detection and ranging (LiDAR) and forward
looking infrared (FLIR) images from UAVs, and in 2016 implemented UAVs for its program. The new images allowed
the cooperative to prioritize vegetation management and save 5% on its work plan for the program by decreasing
t ruck rolls. It also improved customer
satisfaction by removing only those trees
that posed a threat to their power lines.
UAVs offer both cost savings and additional
data on remote assets for utilities, giving
them potential to grow as part of the asset
management profile.
Figure 3: UAV Images Source: NRECA, TechSurveillance, BTS, Case Studies:
Success with Unmanned Aerial Systems, August 2017.
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3.1.2 A Brief Overview of Operational Needs

Low Bandwidth, Low-Latency Applications

Utilities nationwide are investing in a wide
range of digital technologies as they strive to

,i

transform their operations. These digitaliza-

lu

tion efforts involve smart grid uses, electricity
systems software, energy management, and
building energy efficiency controls. Utility

I

spending on digitization of the energy infrastructure has grown by a compound annual

-

~ ....,::11r 1.1.~:J•,•11110~ I' Vm'.... ,"-il•Jl•~!J)l<1! ~.'r-:!-.:1:, IJ,1•1~, ,\~9•~(Jilff.J 0:.1t.t :~:,c•1.'1

growth rate (CAGR) of 20% since 2014,
reaching $47 billion in 2016.• In 2017, 60%

rr'r./U!.~

Figure 4: Low- Bandwidth, Low-Latency Applications

of utilit ies said they expected to increase
their digital investments.' This spending on
communications technologies will facilitate an increase in
smart grid spending from $7 billion in 2017 to $12 billion
by 2020.•
The grovvth of monitoring devices will be particularly
apparent in the narrowband-internet of things (NB-loT)
space.• Utilities have a large number of assets in the field,
often spread over large territories, which drives a need for
the growth in connected devices. These solutions often

.l(.p~

i~· t

se,v -:.?ii ,~r.u

r L•,1::1

r J,.1.:

r, n1,.rlir:g E:"~ri: i.,r•o:1 ~::;:

based maintenance (CBM) practices that can lower
operational costs and defer capital expenditure.
The key to such capabilities is the availability of a futureproof communications network backbone. Having a
broadband backbone meets the volume-of-data and
low-latency demands of future grid applications that are at
the cusp of commercialization, such as real-time video and
infrared imagery sent by drones for asset inspections.

3.1.3 A Brief Overview of New Applitations 11

operate on low-power wide-area (LPWA) networks that

New applications are coming onto the grid, driven by

enable smart devices to be deployed at low cost and can

customers and utilities. The grovvth of roof-top and

transfer small amounts of data quickly and cheaply. Overall,

community solar has newly emphasized the integration of

the market for LPWA is expected to grow at a CAGR of

DER and the importance of a two-way grid. For cooperatives

38%, from a low base of $2.7 million in 2017 to $54.7

in particular, the community solar market has taken off,

million in 2026, as a low-priced network solution." These

growing from a handful of projects in 2010 to more than

devices will monitor every part of generation, transmission,

80 MW by the end of 2017 (Table 2)." Solar development

distribution, and the consumption of energy, making the

creates both opportunities and challenges for cooperatives.

grid more responsive and f lexible to changing conditions.
The rise of EVs also presents a mix of opportunities and
Actionable business intelligence, derived from real-

challenges for cooperatives. EVs offer co-ops a solution to

t ime data, is the principal enabler of the smarter grid.

flat loads, w ith the potential for almost $1 billion annually in

The availability of massive amounts of operating data

additional cooperative revenue by 2026. 11 However, EVs will

provides the predictive analytics required to transform

require a new charging infrastructure to support that growth,

asset management policies from traditional time-based

including equipment for home charging and charging

maintenance (TBM) to measurement-driven condition-

stations, which must be built, integrated, and managed.

6 International Energy Agency, Digitalization.A New Era in Energy? 2017. 25, hrtps:/lwww.iea.org/publicationslfreepublicationslpublication/DigitalizationandEnergy3 .pdf.
7 Global Data, "Technology Trends in Utilities." 2017. 9.
8 Markets and Markets. lnrernet of Things in rhe Urillty Markel, 2016.
9 NB•loT: Narrowband internet of things, llandanJ for connecting loT devices to cellular networks.
10 SIGFOX: French LPWA company; LoRa: Semtec:h standard; RPMA Random Phase Multiple Access (proprietary to Trilliant), LTE-C,it-Mt: cellular-based standards; NB-loT narrowband internet of things. All are LPWA solutions
1t Forecast reproduced with permission.
12 NRECA, CDmmunity SDlar, https:/,v,w,.,.electric.coop,'wp-c:onienl/Renewable>"community-solar.html.
.
.
13 $930 million-calculated as a par.ion of totol national EV revenue based on installed c:os1 and average annual cost to charge a vehicle. Data come from DOE. https /,v,w,.,.energy.
gov/eere/electricvehic:les/saving-fuel-and•vehicle•com.
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4,548

5,777

6,478

7,588

8,888

10,411

12,194

20%

14

18

22

28

35

43

54

20%

Mitroturbines

131

157

185

221

245

287

340

19%

Fuel Cells

146

206

279

356

451

558

696

31%

20,801

22,916

24,577

26,714

29,096

31,801

34,872

9%

1,694

1,824

1,976

2, 197

2,301

2.410

2,527

16%

550

627

746

790

906

1,038

1,190

16%

EV Charging Load

4,557

5,964

7,551

9,179

10,884

12,640

13,950

23%

DR

35.456

40,200

45,291

50,582

57,214

62,877

69,125

12%

Total

63,058

71,532

80,141

89,462

100,401

110,766

121,664

12%

t
Distributed Solar PV
Small & Medium Wind

DG
Distributed Energy
Storage
Microgrids

Table 2: Projection of DER Generation, by Type. Source: Navrgan t DER Generation Forecast

3.2 What Is The Impact Of Communications
Network Transformation?
3.2 .1 Utilities
Communications are foundational investments for utilities
and, as noted above, have been ident ified by DOE as
one of the four enabling technologies for the smart grid.

Leased Line Tension
Carriers are decommissioning pre-existing
connections due to new / efficient solutions

Operational Challenges
Complexity and pace of change, hard for
utilities to manage

Cooperatives can see benefits to their operations and
increased revenue coming from their communications
investments. Operationally, communications investments
allow for increased reliability, decreased labor costs,

Reliability
Having one connection creates one single
point of fa ilure
Fig ure 6: Reasons for Circuit Transition Source: JnCode Consulting

better equipment usage, more efficient voltage control.
and other benefits that translate to cost avoidance and

circuits. Carriers are willing to continue supporting utilities'

higher net revenue. However, broadband backbone

use of these circu its, but at a substantial cost increase-

communicat ions systems are necessary but not sufficient

expected to be between 30% and 90% CAGR for 5 years

aspects of many use cases.

to reach a leve ling point. " This cost increase has forced
utilities to consider their capital expenditures in a way that

Utilities have t housands of

w ill create a smooth transition away from TDM circuits

leased lines and circuits to

over t he next couple of years. The transition process and

critical grid infrastructure

fear of being caught in a similar situation in the future

sites that are at risk. of

regarding leased infrastructure has created an additional

being decommissioned as

push for utilit ies considering broadband backbone options.

telecommunications carriers
transitio n from t ime-d ivision

3.2.2 Enterprises
When utilities invest in communications infrastructure, t he

multiplexing (TOM) circuits to
Internet protoco l/multiprotocol Figure 5: Smart Grid-Enabling
label switching (IP/MPLS)
14 Proprietary sourcing.

8

Techno logies Source:
Department of Energy, NRECA

other large enterprises in the community w ill also benefit
from improved operations. Agricultu re, manufacturing, oil
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Figure 7: Smart Co mmunity Use Cases Source: NRTC

and gas, technology, and automot ive companies will be

4 ANALYSIS OF BROADBAND BACKBONE

positioned to benefit by leveraging excess capacity from
networks. These industries can lease fiber bandwidth from

In t he past, cooperatives typically adopted the

utilit ies to meet their needs for voice/video connections,

communications technology that worked best with each

surveillance, telemetry, asset management, and other

grid application. However, once multiple use cases are

applications to improve their eff1 ciency: 1

3.2.3 Commurut1es
Investments in communications technology by electric
utilities can provide benefits to all parts of their
communities. Utilities can provide a bridge to smart towns
and cities, and new services, such as smart traffic lights,
digital infrastructure, and waste management. "

implemented, this uncoordinated process can lead to a
fragmented communications architecture that is difficult
to manage. Cooperatives should develop a comprehensive
10-year plan that accounts for communications needs
for all anticipated use cases over that period. Without
a timeline and use case goals, cooperatives may suboptimize their networks or be forced to retire assets early. •

Communities may also leverage fiber and other

4.1 Network Backbone: Technology Options

communications to connect citizens in rural areas to

Cooperatives have and likely w ill continue to have mult iple

broadband Internet." Access to broadband enables

networks to serve all their communications needs. A co-op

advances in health care, education, business and

broadband network could include a hybrid backbone with

economic growth, and other areas of community interest.

both fixed w ireless and wired solutions, as appropriate.

Broadband is therefore a vital component in keeping ru ral

Each network creates additional operational complexity for

commun ities competitive in the long term.

t he cooperative due to the need to support the different
systems. Dedicated communications planning allows

15 SNS Telecom and IT. Tile Prw.3te LTE and 5G Ne/Wolk Ecos~tem: Opportumues. Challenges. Str.iteg,es, Industry Vert,ca/s, and Forecasts, 2018.
16 NRTC intem;il.
17 NRECA, 81oadband Case Study. Orcas Power and Elecrrir: Cooperar,.e & Rock Island Commun,c;it,ons, 2018, 2.
18 NRECA, Communic;,1(1ons: Smarr Grtd~ Enob/mg Tec/lnology, ·oehning Commun cat ons Reqvirements for Present and Future Applocat1ons, • 2014, Io_
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Analysis of Broadband Backbone

cooperatives to stream line the ir communications systems

and devices improves the performance of the system. ''

and reduce fragmentation . Although it is impossible to

Building a fiber solution is t ime and capital intensive, and

suit all geographic areas and use cases with one solution,

requires extensive planning and expectations of future

having fewer networks and techno logies creates additional

use cases, as it is the longest-lived asset available. Fiber

operational efficiency.

is the backbone of modern community communications,
facilitating advances beyond just the cooperative use

4.1 .1 Point-to-Point Wireless
Point-to-point provides wire less backhaul service to the

cases and opening the opportunity for new revenue and
business models .

grid. A lthough 80% of current sites have much lower
speeds of 25 megabytes per second (Mbps), and even

4.1.3 Costs of the Backbone

more advanced sites typically have speeds of only up to

The cost of a broadband backbone can vary depending

150 Mbps, the latest point-to-point technologies offer

on many factors . For fiber backbones, the primary cost

speeds of up to 1 Gbps and are expected to provide up

driver wi ll be the percentage of aerial deployment using

to 3-5 Gbps by 2025 ." The development of long-term

electric poles rather than underground installation . Aerial

evolution (LTE) and the rollout of SG have encouraged

costs range from $13,000-$17,000 per mile, depending

microwave point-to-point solutions . Microwave connects

on the amount of "make ready" necessary for the poles

dispersed aspects of the grid. It is frequently the most

and the distances of the runs . Underground costs are

cost-effective option for backhau l, especially if there are

significantly higher due to the effort of trench ing, rang ing

existing towers for the cooperative to leverage . Microwave

from $45,000-$55,000 per mile. 12 These estimates include

backhaul should be considered in conjunction with

both equipment and labor (construction, engineering

the metering infrastructure, right-of-way, and existing

design, and project management). By understanding these

infrastructure. 10

cost dynamics, it becomes clear that cooperatives have a
potentially substantial cost advantage over other providers

4.1.2 Fiber
Fiber offers the most secure, most rel iable, highestth rough put, and lowest-Iatency commun ications option

due to their ability to leverage electric poles and other
assets . Many cooperatives achieve more than 90% of their
fiber bu il ds on aerial facil ities .

for network connect ions. In addition, fiber provides the
opportunity to connect the grid reliably with enough

Point-to-point backbones can be significantly more cost-

capacity for both current and future use cases. To

effective than fiber. A direct cost comparison with fiber

guarantee the performance of al l aspects of a network, a

is difficult, as situations can vary on distance, equipment

fiber backhaul system is typica lly the best option. As data

needs, and other factors. However, point-to-point

needs continue to increase, bringing fiber closer to users

solutions typically cost substantially less than f iber.

19 Erics5on, Eriu,on MkrowaVI? Outlook Trends and Needs m the M icrowa ve lndu,try, 2017, 3 and 4, httpsc//wv,w ericsson .corn/en/microwave-outlook/reporW2017
20 NRTC, NRUCFC. NRECA, and CoBank, Due Diligence of High-Speed 8roadband Investment and Busmess Creation by an Ele(tric Cooperal/VE', 2017, 5.
21 Eric.1son, Fiber Net11VOrk Deployment. 2017 , h t!ps://www. eri css□ n. co rn/au rpartf o li o/n etwork s-serv ce'Jhber-networ k-cfep l □ym ent?n.;v.,f gb_ 101_ 1 \ 6 % 7C fg•
b_101_0823%7Cfgb_101_0573 .
22 Pulse Broadband internal estimate

Spotlight: Delaware County Electric Cooperative
Delaware County Electric Cooperative (DCEC) in New York State deployed a fiber backbone to serve its new AMI
system by provid ing IP communication to all substations and remote offices. It chose the technology based on
cost and the data rate requirements for both its AM I and SCADA systems, whi le accounting for its particularly
mountainous and large service area. DCEC saw great success with its solution but also saw the system as an
opportunity to prepare for the future.
10

4.2 Consumer Broadband
Participation in the modern economy requires access

broadband backbone, critical mobility services will also
stay functional during outage events.

to broadband. Bringing broadband to underserved

In addition to safety, communications networks facilitate

communities is an important consideration for many

many other operations that increase both grid resiliency

electric cooperatives. Co-ops are well positioned to offer

and reliability. Improved

these services because they already have much of the

communications combined

needed infrastructure and have existing relationships w it h

w it h sensor technology can

their member-consumers. Moreover, offering Internet or

improve System Average

triple-play services for customers potentially opens a large,

Interruption Duration Index

new revenue stream for cooperatives."

(SAIDI) and Customer

A fiber backbone also offers the potential to extend the
network to the middle mile or last mile and eventually
provide broadband to the wider member-consumer
community. An expanding number of cooperatives
are deploying broadband to serve their communities.
Deploying all-fiber or stand-alone f ixed wireless and
hybrid fi ber-fixed wireless networks allows the broadband
backbone to be leveraged to support both fiber and
wireless last-mile options." If the cooperative chooses not

Average Interruption
Index (CAIDI) scores.
The dispersed offices of
utilities need improved
communications to meet
daily business tasks; this
need is further impacted by

Figure 8: Cybersecurity
Fra meworks Source: NIST,
Cybersecurity Framework
version I. I

the rise of cloud computing
and the growing amount of critical data stored off site."

to take on t he risk of establishing a new retail broadband

The increasing number of sophisticated cyberattacks also

business, it can still participate by putt ing in the backbone

necessitates improved in-house communications systems

for its system and allowing a third party to leverage t heir

and the need for a private network, rather than third-

excess capacity and complete the network.

party carriers, to house and transmit sensitive data. Data
security and the ability to control the upgrades necessary

4.3 Overview Of Benefits Of A Broadband
Backbone

to protect the grid w ill continue to grow in importance.I'

4.3.1 Operational Benefits

cooperatives then are no longer subject to third-party

Advanced communications networks offer the ability

carriers and their network needs and outages."

Additionally, private networks are more reliable because

to contro l and operate the grid in new ways, and allow
cooperatives to track their assets in the fi eld and operate a

4.3.2 Economic Benefits

two-way grid, integrating new assets.

Communications are best considered as an enabling
technology for all other use cases that are part of the

With more t han 1,000 annual fatalities throughout the

smart grid. To quantify the benefits of a broadband

U.S. electric industry, safety is a primary concern for all

backbone, one must quantify the individual ways the use

utilities. Orcas Power and Light Cooperative in Washington

cases improve operations and service through reliability,

State saw the safety impacts of poor communication

voltage optimization, equipment usage, and labor savings.

after a serious accident to a lineman, when it barely had

By optimizing the voltage on the line and delivered t o a

t he communications coverage needed to call for medical

customer, utilities can minimize line loss and decrease t heir

assistance." Because of the backhaul provided by a

generation requirements. More sophist icated equipment

23 Triple-play services are home telecommunka1ions packages that bundle Internet, cable, and telephone into one seNice.
24 NRECA, Communications· Smart Gr1d1 Enabling Technology, 2014, 7
25 NRECA. 8r0ddband Case Study. O"iJS Light ,md Power Cooperative & Rock Island Communications, 2018. 2.
26 NRECA. Communications: Smart Gndl Enabling Technology, 2014. 11.
27 https·/fwww.nist.gov/cyberframewor~
.
28 for more information on cooperative cyber security options. please see the NRECA Guide to 0evelopmg a Cyber Securtty and Risk Mmgat,on Plan, https'.//www coopera bve com/

programs-sen11ces/lm/Document5/guide-cyb@rsecurity•mitigat1on-plan.pdf.
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monitoring can often lengthen the life of equipment
and reduce equipment failure by optimizing operations
and maintenance across the entire distribution system.
thereby promoting improved reliability. Labor savings
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"The biggest initial driver was security ... but
the number of new ideas we hadn't thought
about beforehand has been great.
11

come from reduced overtime, less need to hire additional
employees, and less t ime to complet e specific tasks.
Finally, new revenue can be generated by leasing unused

between fiber and microwave, and developed a strong

communications capacity, such as dark fiber or other

partnership with the county to serve its future AMI
needs. Craig Turner, Director of Engineering Services

sou rces, to enterprises.

at DEA. said that "the biggest initial driver was security
... but the number of new ideas we hadn't thought
about beforehand has been great." The co-op has

Reliability

since enhanced its security by splitting applications onto
different wavelengths and fiber strands to make a breach
into any one part of the system irrelevant."
New Revenue

Voltage
Optimization

4.4.2 Communities

Spotlight: Electric Power Board - Chattanooga
When the Electric Power Board (EPB) determined
Labor Savings

Equipment

Usage

to invest $300 million to implement AMI and
build 6,000 miles of f iber in Chattanooga to
deliver advanced city services, it anticipated
value for the utility, businesses, households, and

Figur e 9: Operational Benefit Categ ories Source: lnCode Consulting

the wider community but did not anticipate as
much benefit as the project eventually created,
especially for the community. A grant from the

4.4 Industry Case Studies

American Reinvestment and Recovery Act (ARRA)

4.4.1 Cooperatives

supported upgrades in smart switches, sensors,

Many cooperatives have deployed broadband backbones

and controls. The project was expected to bring

to support their current needs and prepare for f uture use

the utility value through smart grid operations, and

cases. Dakota Electric Association (DEA) began looking

in new broadband revenues. By 2015, the project

at options in 2013 to replace its iNet Radio backbone.

had already generated more than $200 million in

Dakota's primary goal was to support its planned AMI

value through the smart grid alone, and between

system with the required backhaul communications,

$860 million and $1.3 billion in value across the

specifically by connecting its substations . It examined

utility, businesses, the community, and individual

multiple technologies and options, including microwave,

households. The smart grid provides more than

LTE, and leasing dark fiber from public and private entities.

20% of the benefits, with new investment spurred

Ultimately, t he co-op partnered with Dakota County,

by the fiber backbone providing the largest impact,

M innesot a to deploy fiber to their substat ions. It built

comprising 30% of the total benefits.

the business case on the cost and security comparison

zg Based on an interview with Craig Turner. Diree1or of Engineering Services at DEA, conducted on April 20, 2018.
30 Bento Lobo. The Realized Va!tJe of f iber Infrastructure m Hamilton County, Tennessee. 201 5. 3. See also 'The Competitiveness and Innovative Capaaty of rhe United Stales. • U.S.
Depariment of Commerce (January 201 2), http://hpcontent2.worldnow.com/wrcb/pdf/09151 SEPBFiberStudy.pdf.
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(ERcon system and was able to constrain the output of

S BROADBAND BACKBONE USE CASES FOR
ELECTRIC COOPERATIVES

the unit while the precipitating malfunction was fixed.
Traditional monitoring systems could not have caught
this problem." These types of monitoring systems and the

Cooperative use cases for broadband backbones are
evolving quickly, and each cooperative has unique business

communications that enable can be increasingly beneficial
as more renewable energy sources are added to the grid.

processes and service territories to utilize the backbone
and its associated technologies. As DOE has stated,

5.2 Distribution Applications

"because advanced communication and control is required
Distribution applications cover all uses after the

to operate even one smart meter or automated device,

transmission and include distribution lines and substations.

these systems and networks represent a fixed cost for all
projects. from small pilots to full-scale deployments. These
systems provide a platform for a smarter grid over t he next
decade or more." 11
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only on distribution use cases.

5.2.1 Substation Automation
Substations t ransform t he voltage of power between
different levels of the distribution grid. Studies have shown
that more than 90% of cooperatives have some substation
automation (SA) programs in place." SA can generate savings
in a variety of ways, from SCADA systems that monitor
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Due to the large number of cooperatives without
transmission or generation faci lities, this report focuses
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Figure 10: Annual Generation Capadty Additions Source: SE/A

5.1 Generation Applications

and report back on the state of substation equipment to
automated switches that control voltage levels and reroute
power. These applications are critical to the operation of a
cooperative and require constant monitoring. Traditionally,
they were controlled manually-either physically switched
onsite or from the control house. Significant reliability is
required in the communications system to allow t hese critical
aspects of the grid to become automated."

5.1.1 Integration of Renewables
Renewable resources have steadily increased their share

5.2.2 Volt/VAR Optimization

of total U.S. load, w ith solar and w ind energy combined

AMI, load tap transformers, automated capacitors,

account ing for more than 50% of new generation

and voltage regulators can be used to improve voltage

capacity every year since 2014, increasi ng to 7% of total

supply delivery and reactive power compensation. This

generation today." New technology can expand electric

process optimizes voltage levels and reduces electricity

distribution systems' ability to host these generation

requirements during both peak and off-peak periods,

assets, monitor power sources, and improve forecasting

and improves the performance of critical infrastructure.

capabilities to integrate the intermittent nature of

These devices, under coordinated control enabled by

their production ont o the grid. For example, a smart

the broadband platform, can improve power quality and

syncrophaser found a damaging oscillat ion in w ind

produce non-intrusive energy savings of 2-4% per year,

production in the Electric Reliability Council of Texas

and reduce reactive power by 10- 13% over a year."

31 U.S. Oepan~en_t of Energy, Sman Grid lnvestmen~and_Grant Final Report, 20 16. 31.h1tps:l/www.srnart9nd.gov/files/Final_SGIG_Repor1_20161220.pdf.
32 EIA, Elea11my ,n the Umted Srat~s Is Produced with Dwerre Energy Sou,ces and rechno/ogies, https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/index php ?page: elettricity in the united states.
33 Department of Energy, Sman Grid Investment and Gr/Inc Final Reporr. 2016, 32.
- - 34 Newton-Evans Research Company. By the Numbers:A Look at the_ Substation Automation and lntegraf/()(1 Marker, 2007. hnps://www.elp.comlanideslpowergrid_international/print/
volu_me- l 2/issue-2/features/by-the-numbers-a-loo~-at-t he-substat1on-automat1on-a nd-integration-market. html.
35 Nav1gant, Networking and Communications for Smarr Grids and Smart Cities, 2016. 11
36 Department of Energy, Smart Grid Investment and Gr/Int Fmill Repon. 2016. 10.
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5.2.3 Distribution Automation and Fault location, Isolation,

system as part of DOE's SunShot program. To successfully

and Supply Restoration

complete the task, it is focusing on the software portal,

Fault Location, Isolation, and Supply Restoration (FLISR)

a grid integration and software provisioning process

allows utilities to pinpoint the location and extent of an

t hat takes less than 10 days, and a real-time DER control

outage to better direct repair crews and resources w ith

system.••

precise, real-time information. The FLISR capabilities
triangulate the impacted area and relay that information
back to cloud-based dat a systems.1' Further, FLISR can
allow for automated fault detection and feede r switching,
which can restore power to customers in seconds. FLISR
technolog ies have been able to reduce the number of
customers affected by an outage by up to 55% and

EVs offer utilit ies an additional revenue source as they
become a larger part of the transportation mix. The
growth of EVs offers cooperatives, which have experienced
slow load and revenue growth for t he last 10 years, the
opportunity t o achieve almost $1 billion in additional
revenue by 2025 at current projections ."

reduce the total number of disrupted minutes by 53%

Just as the integration of DER w ill continue to put

using "self-healing" automation. The deployment of these

pressure o n utilities' capital expenditure and operating

technologies has helped utilities improve their System

expenditure models, changes in customer behavior-such

Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI) scores by as

as rapid adoption of EVs-will impact electricity demand

much as 58% .11

management and pricing models.

5.2.4 Distributed Energy Resources Integration
Customers are purchasing DER in multiple forms, t hrough

READY TO CHARGE

, ...

solar photovoltaic panels, energy storage solutions, and
other met hods . DER can change the shape of their energy
loads, and increasingly utilities need to integrate t hese
resources. This is especially true for electric cooperatives in
t heir role as consumer-centric utilities. To successfully add
t hese resources t o t he system, the grid must manage two-

TS"••

■ Electricity d e mand w EV•
■ Electricity demand w/o EV•
Percent at wotk
Percent at home
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attempting to integrate 10,000 solar installations onto its
I
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example of this new trend, Southern Californi a Edison is
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Figure 12: EVs as Potential Storage Source: Scott Madden

5 3 Retail Applications
5.3.1 Advanced Metering
AMI, along w ith communications, is another of the
base technologies t hat supply the information fl ow to
make the grid work effectively. Electric cooperatives are
leading t he industry in A MI "smart meter" deployment,
•
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with AMI deployed at 60% of all co-op meters. Because
4U

r•:,

Figure 11: PV Generation Peak Load Shift Source: SCE

of the low population density in their service territori es,
cooperatives were some of the first companies to move

37 Jean-Philippe Moreau, Mario Tremblay, and Troy Manin, DistribuTECH 2018, Voltage Sag Measuremenrs for Advance fault loca(lon and Condi1ion-Based Maintenance. 2018.
38 Deparlment of Energy, Smart Gr1d lnvestmenl and Grant f inal Report. 2016, 9.
39 Deparlment of Energy, Smart Grid Investment and Grant final Report, 2016, 32.
40 Bob Yinger. Le Xu. Pete Maltbaek, Chad Abbey, DistribuTfCH, Sou1hern Ca/1fomia's EASE Projec( 20 l 8
4 l uikulated from Energy Information AdmmiWation (EIA) projeaions of EV-installed b~e and average charge cost, spread across all cooperative customers.
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to automated meter reading (AMR) meters and this trend
has continued with AMI, with many AMR meters being
replaced with AMI.•· Smart meters are integrated with
communications systems, allowing them to maintain twoway communications with t he cooperative and offering
the cooperative the opportunity to send time-of-use (TOU)
pricing and other energy information back and forth .
AMI meters can enable decreased operating expenses
in several ways, including remote connect/disconnect
features, outage monitoring, voltage monitoring, and
business loss measurements. AMI also supplies t he
information necessary to the functioning of DA, SA, DM,
WO, and DER, making it relevant to all other applications
discussed in this paper.

6 BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF SELECT USE CASES

6.1 Overview Of Use Cases
The smart grid can transform the production and
distribution of energy from a one-way single source
grid into a two-way grid incorporating DER-one that is
more resilient and more efficient than previous iterations.
Many different specific use cases are a part of that
transformation: this paper assesses those uses with the
most impact at a qualitative level.

6.2 Use Case Selection Qua Iif iers

New technology in homes has helped increase the

To value a broadband backbone, utilities must travel down
the value chain to the operational benefits and new revenue
that the backbone can enable. These use cases will require
up to 100,000 times the amount of data required by today's
grid."' A robust communications network is necessary to
capture these benefits today and will only grow in importance over the life of the asset as new and improved technologies emerge. To quantify the value of the broadband
backbone, this paper w ill not differentiate between the
technologies necessary to enable the operational efficiencies
and the efficiencies themselves. Communications is only
one part of the value chain and should be considered that
way. Furthermore, this paper estimates the value of a use
case across the country. In reality, these values will vary both
regionally and from cooperative to cooperative, based on
the load profile and specific grid technologies involved. Also,
each cooperative will vary based on its customer profiles,
territory size, and geography. These quantifications should
be used as a guide and a directional assessment of the value
of a broadband backbone and its enabling use cases.

effectiveness of DR. Combined, hot water heaters and HV/
AC systems account for two-thirds of residential consumer
energy use. Smart thermostats and smart hot water
heaters can shift the usage of those systems to lower use
times without manual intervention from consumers and
w ithout a noticeable change in the effectiveness of their
appliances.

The model is built primarily on a per-meter valuation, which
is applied across different-sized cooperatives. Different economies of scale will create different values when cooperatives
implement them, but they are estimated to be the same in
this case, due to a lack of differentiating data and effective
measurement by those utilities that previously implemented
the use cases.

5.3 .2 Demand Management
DM broadly refers to all programs designed to affect
consumer demand for electricity. Energy efficiency
programs aim to reduce total energy usage and can
potentially defer capital investments in new capacity.
DR programs focus on shifting the energy load for
customers from certain peak usage times, when energy
is more expensive, to off-peak times, when energy is
less expensive." Utilities may also lower or increase retail
energy prices at certain times to encourage or discourage
use (called t ime-of-use [TOU] pricing). which reduces peak
demand by 15% on average.'"' The effectiveness of DM
programs varies widely by geographic region, load profile
and extent of use, and wholesale power arrangements;
cooperatives must assess for themselves which programs
might deliver benefits for their systems.'1

42 NRECA. Technology Advisory, • Electric Cooperatives Lead Industry in AMI Deployment,· 20 18, 1. AMI meter penetra_tion data co'."es_ from E~A Form 861 {2016)._
.
43 These include annual peak times. generally ttie tionest and/or coldest days of theyear, when demand for space coohng and heating 1s the highest, as well as daily peak times, such as
when customers first wake up in the mOfning or retuin horn work, and usage increases.
44 TOU programs are also aimed at redudng usage at times when power costs are more expensive and are generally tied to time-based wholesale power costs. Department ofEnergy.
SmiJfl G!irf lnvesrmenr and Gran/ Final Reper~ 2016, 45.
45 NRECA. Dislllbuterf Energy Resou,.es Compensation and Cost R«overy Guide.
.
. _
. .
.
.
•
46 National Rural Electric Cooperative Association and U.S. Depanment of Energy, Sm,m Grid Demo11Stratl()n f'roiect, Commur11cations: The Smart Gmfs Enabling Te<hnology, 2014, 1.
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AR-Based Substation Monitoring

Condition-Based Asset Monitoring

DA

--- -

-

.:a::.f~'1 hf

Bandwidth, latency

High

Reliability, Equipment Usage, Labor Savings

Latency, bandwidth

High

AMI

Reliability, Volt Opt, Equipment Usage, Labor
Savings

Bandwidth

High

SA

Reliability, Volt Opt, Equipment Usage, Labor
Savings

latency, Reliability, Security

High

Demand-Side Management (DSM),
Volt/VAR, CVR

Volt Opt, Equipment Usage, Labor Savings

Reliability, Security

High

AM

Volt Opt, Equipment Usage, Labor Savings

Reliability, Security

High

Broadband to Home

New Revenue - Triple Play Services

Bandwidth, Reliability

High

Security - Video Surveillance

Threat Reduction

Bandwidth

High

Emergency Load Shedding

Volt Opt, Equipment Usage

Latency, Reliability, Security

High

Broadband Service to Commercial
and Industrial (C&I)

New Revenue

Bandwidth, Reliability

High

DR

Volt Opt, Equipment Usage, ~bor Savings

Reliability, Security

High

Outage Management

Reliability, Volt Opt, Equipment Usage, Labor
Savings

Bandwidth

High

Self-Healing Feeder Automation

Reliability, Volt Opt, Equipment Usage, Labor
Savings

Latency, Reliability, Security

Medium

Load Forecasting

Volt Opt, Equipment Usage

mMTC

Medium

EV Management

Volt Opt, Equipment Usage

mMTC

Medium

Relay Protection

Rellability, Volt Opt, Equipment Usage, Labor
Savings

Latency, Reliability, Security

Medium

Phasor Measurement Unit

Reliability

Latency

Medium

DER, Renewables

Volt Opt, Equipment Usage

Security

Medium

Teleprotection

Equipment usage, labor savings

Latency, Reliability, Security

Medium

SCADA

Reliability, Volt Opt, Equipment Usage, Labor
Savings

Latency, Reliability, Security

Medium

Workforce Mobility

Reliability, Labor Savings

Reliability

Medium

Mission-Critical Apps (PTT)

Reliability, Labor Savings, Equipment Usage

Reliability

Medium

Power Quality

Volt Opt

Latency, Reliability, Security

Medium

Smart Home

Volt Opt, Equipment Usage, Labor Savings

mMTC

Low

Electronic Mapping

Equipment Usage, Labor Savings

Latency, Reliability, Security

Low

Energy Conservation

Volt Opt, Equipment Usage

mMTC

Low

Energy Efficiency

Volt Opt, Equipment Usage

mMTC

Low

Facilities Energy Management

Volt Opt, Equipment Usage

latency, Reliability, Security

Low

Building Automation

Volt Opt, Equipment Usage

mMTC

Low

Tabte 3: Application and Benefit Case
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6.3 Benefit Quantification Methodology
All use cases were divided into major application areas and
valued in those categories. In addition to direct use for
the cooperative, an estimated value for the cooperative to
lease dark fiber to other enterprises in the area generated
additional income for the asset at a valuation of $200 per
strand mile annually; note that most leasing agreements
have a flat rate for a 20-year contract." See Appendix
Section 8 .1 for additional details and methodology.
When factoring in slow load and customer growth,
a 50,000-member cooperative has the potential for
economic benefits of $10 million to $16.6 million today
and $15. 1 million to $25.2 million by 2027, depending
on the utility-specific implementation and regional load
profile." This value is driven by the improved resiliency and
reliability of the grid, as demonstrated by DA, SA, outage
reduction, and AM aspects of the model."

DA

$20-$30

SA

$1-$3

AMI

$12-$18

vvo

$14-$29

DM

$88- $140

Outage Reduction

$1-$3

AM

$45- $85

DER

$3- $6

Carrier Cost Replacement

$1-$3

create the variance in performance that allows for increases
in efficiency to take place. For CVR, different value-based
solutions, such as aggregation and defined services, may
be needed to assist in achieving the long-term benefits
required by smaller cooperatives. Similarly, voltage control
solutions that behave like traditional DR programs can have
large impacts because power supply costs are the largest
part of the cooperative cost structure.
2018 Valuation for a 10,000 Member Cooperative

.,.

S>

MIi

DA

SA

O"\age

Ot.1

VVO

AM

DER

Figure 13: Waterfall Valuation

Avoided New
Cc~I Revenue

6.4.2 A 50,000 Member Cooperative

A cooperative of 50,000 members may see between $1 0
million and $16. 6 million in economic benefit annually
by implementing the use cases outlined above.'" DR may
play the largest role in determining the success of this
operational efficiency through modernization of the grid.
Additionally, the revenue could vary, depending largely on
how successful the cooperative is in selling its excess fiber
capacity to other enterprises.
2010 Valuation for a 50,000 Member Cooperative
$1SG

S2'0_ .~l-40

Table 4: Application and Valuation

6.4 Benefits For Different Sizes Of Electric
Cooperatives
6.4.1 A 10,000 Member Cooperative
Small cooperatives may see economic value of $1. 7 million
to $2.9 million per year through their operations. Small
cooperatives may realize many of the benefits outlined
above but may be too small to create efficiencies in all of
them. They may also be impacted by the scale necessary to

AMI

DA

SA

O\llaga

OM

C VR

AM

Fig ure 14: W.iterfa ll Valuatio n

DER

AVOJdeo

Co~

'"'""

Re-.oenue

6.4.3 A 100,000 Member Cooperative

Large cooperatives may see a range of benefits of $20
million to $33.2 million per year. These benefits will
follow much the same pattern as those from the smaller-

47 Craig Turner, TechAdv;mtage. "How to Navigate the Backbone." 2015, 17.
48 Assumed 1% load growth.
49 This value is the value generated by all use cases cumulatively but requires additional equipment to operate the use rases. Additionally, it represents the total value, not a net value
that would take costs into account.
50 The range of values is driven by utility-specific implementations of the use cases, the benefits of multiple-use cases used in conjunction to create additional value, and regional differ•
ences in load profile le.ding to different opportunities for generating savings,

~
............-~
·
Recommendation IAppendix
sized co-ops. Large cooperatives have the sca le to allow
for more investment in these use cases and may be
able to implement more of them because of their larger
investment budgets.

7 HOW TO USE THE GUIDE
This guide should be considered an input to decision
making for cooperatives assessing the value of a broadband
backbone for electric operations. A broadband backbone
is a foundational technology for other smart grid use
cases that w ill likely become necessary to execute business
tasks going forward. Because of changing consumer
behavior and the rise of DER, an intelligent grid and
the communications network to support it will likely
become imperative for safe maintenance of the grid.
A communications network is a long-term investment,
which requires its own strategy outside of an ad hoc
implementation as part of other use cases. Furthermore,
utilities with a broadband backbone can benefit from
current use cases as well as positioning themselves to
benefit from other use cases not yet commercially viable or
even envisioned.

~

..

~ ·

8APPENDIX

8.1 Model Explanation
We built the model based around a per-meter valuation of
different use cases. The use case valuations were sourced
from published benefit quantifications, as outlined specifically
below. Those benefits were estimated on a per-meter basis,
then qualitatively assessed and adjusted to reflect cooperative
use cases, data quality. and execution ability. The valuations
were then vetted by subject matter experts- including
vendors, cooperative employees, and the sponsors of this
paper-to examine quantification method, value, feasibility,
and scalability. Those initial valuations were then scaled over
time to account for growth in customers, loads, and use
cases. Although the valuations did not account for specific
regional or load profile differences, regional variability
informed the ranges of values ultimately selected. All dollar
amounts are provided for illustrative purposes only. Each
electric cooperative has unique circumstances and should
make its own independent business decisions.
The following sections present the different inputs utilized in
the benefits case. They provide references to the original data
points and supporting sources, as well as the adjustments
necessary to account for the per-meter structure of the model
and the differences between cooperatives and other utilities.

Size of Cooperative: 50,000 Members

Item
Revenue
Business

$140,000

$144,200

$182,668

Revenue - Total

5140,000

S144.200

S18Z,668

Distribution Automation

Sl,400,000

$1,442,280

Sl,B29,877
$5,985

Cost Avoidance

Substation Automation

$5,000

$5, 101

AMI

$B37,000

$862,277

$1,094,005

Outage Management

$42,500

$43,784

$55,550

Demand M,magement

$5,753,400

$5,927,153

$7,520,01 1

VolVVAR Optimization

Sl,458,000

$1,502,032

$1,905,686

Asset Management

$3,240.741

$3,338,61 1

$4,235,827

DER

$155,535

$220,300

$1,738.741

Previous Telecom Costs

S270,000

$329,400

Sl,616,599

Cost Avoidance - Total

SB,162,176

$13,670,937

520,002,282

Total Economic Value

513,302,176

S13,815,137

$20,184.950

High Estimate

$16,627,720

$17,268,921

$25,23 1,188

Low Estimate

$9.976,632

Sl0,36 1,353

$1 5,138,713

Figure 15: Va luation Sheet
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8.1.1

Advanced Metering Infrastructure

AMI also provides data to optimize other use cases, including outage management
and voltage optimization

...

"
Method

Rationale I
Source

Sources.
1 AMI summary report

• Meter reading
Tamper detection
• Outage mon,tonng
Prevent truck rolls

1
Further
Soun:es

8.1.2

3. Naviganl

Distribution Automation

r·

-

Final SGIG report

2. Dislrihutech

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

1

~lstrjt?utjory;ut<:>!TI_a~i~'!. fJ:l~R..,. - - - - - - - - - -- ~
DA can also generate savings through load balancing

Metho<I

Rationale/
Source

~
1 D1stnbutech 2017 While
label utJ11y (2 examples)

2 DOE, NRECA Smart
Feeder Switching
Report

... r:,;.,...J,1~!it.'
,.·1~ 1",
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8.1.3
i
I

Substation Automation

Substation Automation- PMU
Method

Sources

Rationale/
1 DOE Syncrophaser
Source
Report (savings
generaled ,none event)

8.1.4

~

Bonneville Power
Alllhonty

Outage Management

.

...-..9utag~1M~!J~g~n}ent~

-- - - - · - - -

Additional Revenue generated through reliability

Method

Ralionale /
Source

~
1 D1slributech 2016 PPL

pre se nta 11011

~
PA PUC
RelIabIhly

LBNL

Report.
CAIDI
score

Rehab1hty
Value
Report

Service

~ ---

--- - ~

8.1.5

Demand Management

Demand Management
Amount saved from DM programs

r- -~~---·----Method

L
Ral(or,ale I
Source

~
1 OG&E reporting tn AMI
summary- S 191
2

Numbe1 or meters in service area

Interviews with SMEs

S90-$1 20

Note: Does not include savings that utilities may pass back
to the customer in the form of reduced rates

8.1.6

VoltNAR Optimization

Method

Rationale/
Source

~
1. Interview with SME,
Analysis of. Naperville,
Santee Cooper, Ouck
R111er. Glendale Power arid
Water. l •ncoln PUD
2. DA Summary Report,
DOE 2%-4% CVR savings

--!Hm:< 1.r. frilf

·~~~

t);l,1r-.1~~..

ti'•i

~: ;l~
......,,

r5- '•:!".J ·...~ i)

Note 10 000 customers
too small lo a pply
solutio n
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8.1 .7

Asset Management

Asset Management- Video Security
Security and infrared sensors for predictive maintenance and intruder security

Method

~

Rationale I
Source

~
1. WECC Capital Cost

1 Secunly Directors
Report Monlhly,
Members Survey

Reporl

50.000 customers

8.1 .8

Distributed Energy Resources

Method

llut,~~
'T> •.{•I•'"l

Rationale 1 1. Electric Drive
Source
Transporlat10n
Assoc1allon

l

t

.>!rii
L------

s~
1 US Census

r

l

L
~

1 EIA
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8.1 .9

Avoided Costs

Telecom Replacement Costs
Amount saved from T1 replacement

]

Method

~

Rationale I
Source

1 Estimate from fiber SME

I

l

>3 T1 Imes for /Ok members
< 11 Tl line for 501< members

8.1.10 New Revenue
r
-

~ ~~~-Y~flU_~- ~ - - -- ~
Dark Fiber Leasing

Method

~
Rationale 1 1. Dakota Electnc
Source

Average of fiber backbone to number
of meters tor 11 cooperatives

-

2 S1k-S4 k tor 20 year
l11ase pe, 111,le

~~ 1,~,'.t,-.!11-

r:r,J:,,rr,

Note: Assumes average of 1 enterprise customer per mile

B

nrtc

Momb•r driven. T,chnolorr fllcused.

~~ NRECA

-~

ERICSSON

EXHIBIT B

USDA

iiiiiii

United States Department af Agriculture

Rural Devclapment
Rural Ut11it1es Service
Electric Program

14001ndepender,ce

Fl'bruary \ 7. 20.22
r--fr. Brent \\ iggimo11
('!win11.111
KcnL'rgy C. orp.
I'.( J. Box 1JW)
Owrn"huro. Kentucky 42 .Hl2- I> W!

Avr. SW. Room4121
Striri 5160
VJcisll , gton DC

lkM \Ir \\'ig:gi11to11:

20251)

\\'e .m..' pk.tSL'd 1o ath· isl' )'llll th:11 a IU:111 gu~mmtcc c11m111itmrnt 111 tht.' ,lllHllltll ()rs 143.6 70JJ! Ill
h.i, hc..:-11 .l[lfHO\'L'd li)r Kl'ncrgy f'1)rp. (Kcn~·rg) ). h~ lhL' Rur.il l til1tic--. Sl'r\icc rnusi. l)nJcr
1hi:-. commitment. I{ US wil I guarant..:c ,1 IP,rn llf SI -LU170.( l(J(I Ill Ken er~)- ti-0111 lhL' Fcdern I
l·inam:ing Bank i l'FBJ umkr thL· 11.:rm:- anti nmditinn-. ,ct f1irth m the 0.otc Purchasc
( \,mmitment and S,•n·icing t\grccmL:111 datct.! a~ ,,I' J:11111.11·) I. I lJ'J.::!. a, a111.:11di.:d. b,.:111·ccn !, t~s
and 1TB. Th<.' rrocced'.-. ol"lhc gt1ar<111lecd lt•an. llr..:,ignall'd ··i-.:,:,c_ an: \I) be us<."d by Kencrg.y to
linanci.· 11nly lhl' ;;ystcm .:xt.:n~ions mid additiun._ dc~crihcd in the RL S I orrn 7-+0c. C1N
ht imatc, ,md L11:111 Budgl'I l<)r LlcL'tril.'. Ih1rro\\ er<,. d.itcd I h:l.'.o:lllbL·r 15. 202 I. cndo~ed ;md
made: :t ran hcrL·uf. Written arrn>\;il hy RUS muq he ubl 1111,:d pt"lll!" In thi.: ,1d1 ,lllL'ClllCnt nl" an~
loan prllrccds l"ur LISL' li•r :-_1.~11.:111 cxt..:n~ions and addition:-. that ,11.: 11ot spL'L'ir1rnlly li:-.kLI un th::
cnd()sc:d RUS 1:onn 741k.

11 r)1Ce

202 720 9545

The ··i,.:,,;-:c· loan L'( 1111raL·t :111d l"L'hitcd dot:LltllL'lll~. to~ethL•t· \1·i1h i 1tstructio11:-. \\'i 11 he fonnmkd in
th'-' fu1urc fur c:Xl'L·u1i1111. The "'KX .. \(,an 1s arprnwd with the umkrst:mding 1hat th,: luan
dl>l"t1111e11h I\ i 11 be ;111tll(lri ZL'd and .:.\Cl'Uted h_v y1)ur or.!;;mi;:111, >11 and rct urncd I,) u~ by the date
~cl fl,nh m the kucr lra11s111it1ing the document;,;,
l'ka~c 11\llc that thi;-; kller does li(lt nrnslitulc an ap11ru\·al lu advant:e th..: IPan prucccds.
l'n11.·c..:d~ :ire L·li~ihk fnr :1dl'a1KL'lll1.'lll 011 rhe ··KS .. atkr· ,111 nmditions hclow lw1 L' bcL·ll
111,· pn,p,:r :1tl"-.:111,·i.: r-,'que., l d,.1..:u111,·n1:111u11 lu, hc,'il a.;u\;,11i11::d IP Rl. ;_,; :

111..:t

,1ml

1.
The: RUS ha:- 1.·11t,:1cd into a n•111raL·t Pi" ~uaran1.:.- ,, il11 ~cn.:r!:!Y· and lli'-· I· I· H h,1s a~r.:..:d.
\\ ii Ii I{ us il[Jpr,11·;1 I. l\) I ]\;I k,· Ki.:ner~y ,I )!I 1:11", llllL'ed 11 l;\Jl \)rs 1-1 _\ .(1 71).(H)() I\, Ii Ila Ill:,· ilk _,;~ ~!,'.Ill
cxknsi1 11i--, and additiuns d...:snib.::d 1,11 th..: endu:-;\.'.d RUS l·\1rn1 7-Hk:
l--,·11t.-r~y h;1~ ,uhmiLt1.:d eviden-:e. in 1;irm ,111d ,;ub,tanc.: .;a1i~l~1L·t,,n· tu the .\d1111ni,tr;tlm.
~u;ir:111IL'C h,1\ t.' lx1.'tl sati~lied tu th,· I.'\ ll'lll :111d ill \ hl'
Ih,\l 1l1L· Llll 1di1 iun, Ill Ihc ,·u11tni1.·1
111,111111.T pr1.·.-.L·rib1.·d lw th,· .-\dmini"1rniPI':

ur

l
KL'lh..-rgy ha:--. suh1nln~d e\ id"'·nl~L~_ iu ttirn1 and .~uh~1,u1i..:~: ~~1ll:-iJ~H..:1ory l~l tht-' /\d1nini~rc1tt11.
th,11 K.ellcr~~ h;1,; duly .,uthmi,ed. 1.'\l.'L"U\L'd. ,llld h;h d,:li\'1.'l"l'd to th,· ;\d111i11i:,11alnr :.1 Rl 'S ln,111

c111111acl. lhc [·TH \1llc alld lhL· l·kimhur:;cmc:111 Nnl.:: in th,' 111;m11,:r prcscribnl hy th'-·
,\d111 i 111,lr,nur: and .
-l.
1-.: c:n,:rg:,. h :.1~ >ll hrn it k'd ,:\·id.:11l'1.'. in Ii >nn and suh.-.tanc,: sat is f:.1l'torv to the
\d1111ni>1ra11.1r. 1h:1t KL'l1L'rgy h,1s duly .1ulliPri1-cd. L'~'-·cul,:d. 1.kliv,:n.:d, r,:curdt:d. and
Ii led ,\ lllnrt~ug,: \ 1r ul lll'r Sl'Cll ri ty i lbl n11ni:11 I. if n:q ll ired. wh il.'!1 is i 11 ror111 and Subsl all(\.'
-..,,thl.1...:lun t11 th,: ,\d111in1~1r:.t111r.

Kentucky 65 "KB" Henderson

2

The entire amount of the "KW" loun guurantt:e commitment of SI 4J .6 70,000 made to Kenerg)
Corp. will be placed under spcciul control. and hdd under conditional agr~crnent until the
following special conditions ha\ e been satistied:
I . The Borrower has n::cr.:iH'd the Certi fie ate of Public Con vcnicnce nnd N ccessity
(CPCN) from the Kentucky Public Service Commission (KPSC) m1thorizing the
construction of the high-srccd fiber optic cuble network thut the Borrower has
requested to be financed with KX loan funds.
2. The BPrro,,·cr has submitted to R US ant.l RUS bas accepted the Fihcr Optic Lca..,i::
ex\.·cutedby and between Kcncrgy Corpon..1tion and its wholly owm:d !-.Uh~idwr~
Kcrn:ct Inc.
J. Th..: Hom)\ver has submitted t\.1 RUS and RUS has i.H.::ccptcd the Finer Optic ~uhkrt-,,,·
AgrL·ement executed hy and bo.:t\vecn Kcncct Inc. nncl Corn:xon Cu!llh.'Cl, I I C.

4. The Ht11-rowcr hus suhmitkd to RUS it's 2021 Audit R.epurt subject lu a sati..,f,u.:tor)
rc\·icw hy RUS.

!{!JS !0;111 1'11nds used to tinancc thl' cost nf customer servicl' drops and associilled
equiplllL!llt under RL'S Code No. (il7 shall nut l'Xl'l'L'li S14,367,000,

I . !L is n:con1111enJed that S l 4 .36 7.000 of loan furn.ls shal I only be n:kascd to th<: BoITower
In Ii n:111cc the cost of c ustorncr SL'JYici.: drops and associated equ i p111cnt under R LS
Code No.617 when the tilllowin~ cnnditinns ha\'c been satis1ied:
a. A puh!ic notice nf thL· prnpnsl.'d cu-.t11mcr ~cn·icc dn ips und(:r R LIS Cock :'O. (,, has bl.!ell tikd in acn>rd,rncc \\·i1h Titk \'!! nf the Rural !:lcc1rilica1iu11 !\cl ur ]l) _:;1,.
,is :1111..:-ndecl ( RE Act). ·/"he 11t it i Ii c.i Ii( 1n sha 1l bl' pi >stc:d to the ·· RLJS I.: Icctric Progru m
Smart Utility, Public Notice Filing:-; (Pi\F) Portnr' for at kast 45 Jays to accept
cuinmcnts and inlimnuti1HI rrum uthL:r L:ntiLies.·

l,

.-\ sub:-cquent c\·alu~iti(ln of the po:--h:d <.:urnm<"nls . if any. a11d inform,11inn dtscrtbl'd
in ··a .. ahu\ c h,b hcL'll pcrli,rincd h:, Rl. Stu dcterrnim: th,1t thl.! n.:k<1sL' uf luan fumb
to linuncc n1storrn:r :,en icl.· drnp.., and ass~Kiated equipment under RUS Cude i\l'.
11 I, i-. accerrahk.

Plt·:iw note that the uppro\ al of thi., loan guar:i ntee commitment h irn offer to h:energ~ of
thl' •• h: If' gu am n tet'd Ion n. , ou 1· ackno" ledgmen t and arl't.'p tan Cl' oft he '' Kif' guu rn n tt1 t.•d
lmrn i, ,uhjcct to the spcdlicd terms a11cl eunditioni; identified ahoH.
'I hi .., ,man! is subJect to the pro\i1,iorn, cont.:ain~d in the Consulidutcd Apj)ropriution~ Act,
20 JlJ. Puh. L. 11-t-1 B. Dh'i~ion E. Tith.' \' 11. Sections 745 and 7-Hi, as amcn<kd and/or
,ulhl'ljlll'ntl~- enacted for l ~l> \ a~t·ndci,; and of11ces regarclini,.: rnrponitt:' fclnn~ con, h:tiom
and rnrporak foderal ta:\ ddinqu1:m·i1.·~. Pkasc ~ee tht- attacht·d ccrtitkation tor
rompliirnct nilh the~l' rl'quin·ml·llh.
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Kentucky 65 '"KB" Henderson

Your acknowlcdgcnwnt and acceptance must lw receiwd hy RlJS. no l.atl'r th.an 14 calendar
days from the dak of this letter. otherwise the commitment will Ill' VOil). The Chaim1an or
thl' Bo.arct President uuthorizcd by ynur organization to exccuh.• thL' loan documL'llts must
cn•cu te h)· signing. dating and rt'tu rn ing the commitmcnt lcttl'I" a net completed Form 1\ D-303 I
via an email ~•ttachment to:

Kar..:n I brgn•vL'
Email \ddr1..•:-,~ : , •.1
If c111ai I i.~ nol pn,;~i hk. lhl' ~ignL'd doct1ml'11t can hL· fo, l.!J to 1-,~4..J-, 7S-Xm(,_ Tht.! original L' H·ctltl'd ,rnd
dat-:d commitmc11l \\·ill rl'111ai11 in v11u1 l11l'-. .

CHRISTOPHER MCLEAN
-10/ ff

J

,1")(

t ·1!R!SlOPl!ER A. \ ld I \~

\ lllllL''.

.-\l'ti 11g Ad mi 1ii,,trn11 n
l<mal litililil·., S,.:r\·i..:c

Ink

1-Tu:ln,ur.:-..: !U \ I mill 7-!0c
h,nn i\D-_;o~ l

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMJ\USSION

IN TIIE MATIER OF:
THE ELECTRONIC APPLICATION OF
KENERGY CORP. FOR A CERTIFICATE OF
PU13LIC CONVENIENCE AND NECESSITY
FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF A IDGHSPEED FIBER NETWORK AND FOR
APPROVAL OF THE LEASING OF THE
NETWORK'S EXCESS CAPACITY TO AN
AFFILIATE TO BE ENGAGED IN THE
PROVISION OF BROADBAND SERVICE
TO UNSERVED AND UNDERSERVED
HOUSEHOLDS AND BUSINESSES OF THE
COMMONWEALTH

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO. 2021-00365

REBUTTAL TESTIMONY VERIFICATION
I verify, state and affirm that the rebuttal testimony attached hereto and filed
with this verification is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief formed

after a reasonable inquiry, and I ask that I be added as a witness for this information.

STATE OF KENTUCKY
COUNTY OF DAVIESS

The foregoing was signed, acknowledged and sworn to before me by JEFF
HOHN this / 6 day of March, 2022.
My commission expires __/_~_~_J_c.._k
__A_6_l_..f____

g

~~~
• a
k '(N? I 14 7

Not~
Notary Public ID No.

